OXI - SmartCONNECT for RMS
Validated Integration with Oracle Hospitality

SmartCONNECT for RMS provides real time data exchange from OPERA PMS to 3rd party Revenue Management Software. Reservation, room block and inventory data are synchronized in real time in order to make RMS decision files. Those decision files are also uploaded in real time to the connected PMS, CRS and SmartHOTEL Channel Manager.

SmartCONNECT for RMS is part of the SmartCONNECT product suite, providing full online distribution control for your channels. By implementing our RMS module, you will be empowered with full automation of the revenue management data exchange, including rates, restrictions and hurdles.

Hotels no longer need to manually sync their PMS data with their Revenue Management system using CSV uploads. Real time data exchange ensures faster and more accurate decision files from the Revenue Management software directly into the PMS.

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

SmartCONNECT enables OPERA PMS hotels to connect any 3rd party software vendor, even the ones that do not have a direct integration with OPERA. Real-time data flow between all connected software platforms enables business processes are fully automated, allowing properties to work more effectively and efficiently together.

Revenue per hotel will increase due to real-time synchronization of data between revenue management, upsell tooling and online distributors like OTA, GDS and IBE. As soon as a reservation based on accurate data has been made, SmartCONNECT distributes this data to all connected parties to be used to run upsell, revenue management and payment processes. This also results in a reduction of operational expenses.

INTEGRATION DETAILS

The integration allows for the following actions:
Exchange of Reservation, room blocks and inventory data to the RMS and will receive decision files in return

Opera to External
- Allotment
- Reservations
- Rate header only
- Restriction initial only
- RTAV

External to Opera
- Rate updates
- Restriction updates
- Hurdles

Oracle Product Code: OPX_SMARTRMS
Versions: 5.5.0.28, 5.6.9 and upwards
OPN link: not yet available

ALL THE BENEFITS LISTED

Better performance
The direct connection enables a faster and more efficient real time data flow between your PMS and chosen SmartCONNECT product.

Take full control
The new OXI empowers hotels and hotel chains by installing just one OXI interface that can be configured for multi-vendor connectivity. Centralized OXI configuration makes your distribution more efficient.

Real-time updates
All data will be exchanged in real-time with the RMS, OPERA and connected distribution channels like OTA, GDS and IBE, no matter where the data is pushed from.

Smarter interfacing
Install just one OXI to exchange data to the SmartCONNECT for multi-vendor connectivity. A valid license per 3rd party connection needs to be available instead of installing multiple OXI instances separately.

Service as our specialty
Full direct Support & Consultancy on all channels powered by SmartHOTEL provided by Oracle integration specialists and Hospitality experts.

Dynamic pricing
The full access to the configuration of the OXI enables revenue and distribution managers to change from a static to a dynamic pricing strategy, allowing them to anticipate quickly on their continually changing market.